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Abstract

Background Dense Molecular Clouds are the precursors to star formation. Our focus is on
measuring the reaction rate coefficients for theH+3 +D→ H2D++H reaction, a prominent reaction
in dense molecular clouds. The production of our H+3 ions leads to an unknown internal excitation
of the ions which directly affects our merged-beams rate coefficient. A pulsed gas jet coupled
with an ion trap is a possible solution to implement in our merged-fast beams apparatus.
Methods Using SIMION®, H+3 ion trajectory simulations were done to assess the viability of
this proposed ion trap. Angular acceptance and distribution tests were carried out to understand
the angular spread and beam loss as the ions fly through the trap. From the angular distribution
measurements a determination of the relative energy distribution was done for the H+3 + D →
H2D+ + H reaction.
Results The voltage needed to trap the 18.02 keV H+3 ions is 28.17 kV. The trap can accept an
incoming beam angle of 5 mrad to effectively trap and focus the beam of 5 mm diameter. Angular
distribution of both the 5 mm and 10 mm had deviations centered around 0 rads. A relative energy
distribution was found to average around 0 eV.
Conclusions The trapping efficiency appears adequate for implementation. The angular spread
was kept minimal, leading a minimal energy spread. This apparatus modification seems feasible.
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1 Cosmic Cycle of Gas
Star formation happens as a result of what is re-
ferred to as the cosmic cycle of gas. This cycle
begins with a phase known as diffuse clouds,
these are giant clouds of gas and dust floating
in the interstellar medium. As gravity begins to
act on these dust particles the cycle proceeds to
the next phase known as dense molecule clouds.
This is where dense cores, the precursors to stel-
lar cores, begin to form. From there, a star and its
planets are born. Our current focus is onmeasur-
ing the reaction rate coefficients for some of the
prominent reactions that take place within these
clouds, in an attempt to improve the accuracy of
current astrochemical models.

2 Dense Molecular Clouds
Dense molecular clouds (DMCs) have a particle
density of about 104 cm−3 [1], compared to the
interstellar medium (ISM) density of 1 cm−3.
At these densities we only need to consider two
body reactions. These clouds have a temperature
range of about 10-20 K [1], with many of their
chemical species having internal excitations on
that order as well. At these low temperatures
neutral-neutral reactions typically do not go for-
ward because of a relatively high activation bar-
rier. There is not enough thermal energy found
in these clouds to overcome this barrier so there
needs to be a different process to drive the chem-
istry. Ion-neutral reactions therefore become the
prominent type of reaction present withing the
dense molecular clouds. The ions are able to
polarize the neutrals and then the mutual self
attraction brings them together enabling a chem-

ical reaction. What causes this ionization is cos-
mic rays. Cosmic rays are relativistic protons
and alpha particles, thought to be formed from
supernovae, zip through the cloud, ionizing hy-
drogen on its way. DMCs have a H2 cosmic
ionization rate of 10−17 s−1 [1]. Cosmic rays
initiate the reaction leading to the formation of
H+3 .

3 H+3 Chemistry
Cosmic rays quickly ionize the abundant molec-
ular hydrogen into H+2 ions. These H+2 ions then
readily react with the remaining molecular hy-
drogen, creating H+3 ions. A diagram of this
process in shown below. [1]

H2
cosmic rays
−−−−−−−−−→ H+2 + e−

H+2 + H2 → H+3 + H

H+3 therefore becomes the major driver of the
chemistry in dense molecular clouds. Because
the proton affinity of H2 (~ 4.4 eV) is lower than
that of almost all atoms and molecules, H+3 [5]
acts as a universal proton donor through the pro-
ton hop reaction. [5]. Without the protonation of
atoms and molecules by H+3 , the formation of in-
terstellar molecules would proceed much more
slowly. [5] H+3 participates in ion-neutral reac-
tions which tend to be barrierless and exoergic.
These types of reactions are favored due to the
low temperatures characteristic of the DMCs.

H+3 is the simplest polyatomic molecule. Its
three protons are well bound by two electrons in
an equilateral triangle structure [5]. Due to this
symmetry, H+3 has no permanent electric dipole
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moment and therefore no pure rotational spec-
trum. This makes it difficult to detect in the ISM.
However, the deuterated version of H+3 , H2D+,
has a dipole moment, and can be detected using
infrared (IR) spectroscopy in the ISM. [3] It may
be possible to use detections of this molecule
to infer the H+3 abundance in dense molecular
clouds. H2D+ is our molecule of interest due to
its similar chemistry with the H+3 molecule and
the fact that it is a proposed prime deuterator of
molecules. [3]

H2D+ is formed mainly through two possible
pathways:

H+3 + HD→ H2D+ + H2 (1)

H+3 + D→ H2D+ + H (2)

Reaction 1 is a well known reaction; its re-
action rate coefficients are known theoretically
and experimentally to about 15% uncertainty. It
is thought to be the main deuteration process
because it is assumed that all deuterium is ini-
tially in the form of HD. The rate coefficient for
reaction 2 is not as well known. There have
only been semi-classical calculations performed
to determine its reaction rate value. Astrochem-
ical models use only the simplest approximation
values. These two methods differ by almost an
entire order of magnitude. It is our goal to ex-
perimentally determine the rate coefficient for
reaction 2

4 Merged Fast-Beams Appa-
ratus

Wemeasure our rate coefficients using a Merged
Fast-Beams Apparatus. Our goal with this appa-
ratus is to generate beams of neutral deuterium
and ionic H+3 , merge them and produce H2D+.

4.1 Deuterium Beam Line
Togenerate our neutral deuteriumbeam,wemust
first generate a beam of D−. To do this, we in-
troduce D2 gas in a duoplasmatron which then
generates a beam of anions. AWien filter is used
to remove all other unwanted negative particles,
other than D−. Wien filters employ the use of
magnets to select for a specific charge to mass
ratio, after exiting the Wien filter the D− beam
is directed into a 90° electrostatic cylindrical de-
flector. This deflection prevents any neutral par-
ticles or ultraviolet photons emitted by the source
from having a direct path into the interaction re-
gion. The anion beam is then directed through
a 5 mm diameter circular aperture and contin-
ues ballistically. Along this second leg of the
deuterium beam line, we have installed horizon-
tal and vertical solenoid coils with rectangular
cross sections. These enable us to largely can-
cel out the effects of the Earth’s magnetic field,
which would generate an unwanted deflection of
the anion beam. [2]
After the 5 mm aperture, the anions enter a

floating cell. This floating cell enables us to
generate our range of relative energies. Since
the beams are generated at an energy that gives
matched velocities, we would only be able to
measure one relative energy. We are able to ad-
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Figure 1: Overview of the merged-beams apparatus. [2]

just the voltage of the floating cell which in turn
accelerates or decelerates the D− beam before it
is photodetached. [2]
Within the photodetachment region is a 2 kW,

808 nm laser. The purpose ofwhich is to strip the
extra electron from the anion beam, resulting in
a neutral deuterium beam. This process is about
10% efficient, and the remaining D− is electro-
statically deflected into a faraday cup. The neu-
tral beam then passes through a 12 mm diameter
aperture and a 5 mm aperture, which geometri-
cally limits the divergence of the D beam to a
maximum half angle of 1.57 mrad.

4.2 H+3 Beam Line
Similar to the neutral beam line, molecular ions
are formed through a duoplasmatron. Then us-
ing a Wien filter, ions of H+3 are selected. The
ions are then deflected 90° into the second leg.

It then passes through two 5 mm apertures. The
divergence of the H+3 beam at this point is ge-
ometrically constrained by the two collimating
apertures, which limit themaximumhalf angle to
1.62 mrad. The beam then passes through a one-
dimensional (1D) electrostatic lens and into a 90°
electrostatic cylindrical deflector which merges
the H+3 ions with the neutral deuterium beam. [2]

4.3 Interaction Region

Since we cannot use electrostatics to control the
neutral beam our goal is to essentially guide the
H+3 beam onto the neutral deuterium beam. In
this merger region, we want to get the two beams
overlapping and co-propagating. Once that hap-
pens there is a short region about 121 cm, where
some of the H+3 and D undergo chemical reac-
tions, generating the desired H2D+.
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4.4 Detection
After the interaction region, the goal then be-
comes to collect not only the products, but the
left over reactants. Using electrostatic optics, we
are able to separate the parent beams from the
daughter ions. The H+3 beam is demerged from
the D beam by the first pair of deflector plates
in the chicane and directed with near 100% ef-
ficiency into a faraday cup where the current is
measured. [2]. The remaining D beam then con-
tinues into a neutral detector. The H2D+ ions
continue into an electrostatic energy analyzer.
Through a series of cylindrical deflectors, the
ions are steered into a channel electronmultiplier
(CEM) where we count the number of products
formed.

4.5 Measuring the Rate Coefficients
The merged beams rate coefficient is the product
of the absolute cross section σ and the relative
velocity vr . The equation is:

< σvr >=

(
S

TaTgη

)
*
,

e2vDvH+3

ID IH+3

+
-

(
1
Ω

)
(3)

Here, S is the signal count rate; Tg is the ge-
ometrical transmittance of the grid in front of
the CEM; Ta is the transmittance of the analyzer
for the selected daughter product; η is the effi-
ciency of the CEM; e is the elementary charge;
e is the elementary charge; vD and vH+3

are the
laboratory velocities of the D and H+3 beams, re-
spectively; ID and IH+3

are the D and H+3 beam
currents, respectively; Ω is the overlap integral
of the two beams in the interaction region. The
cross section can be convolved with a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution with the energy spread

of the experiment. Based on our relative ener-
gies we are able to achieve a minimum tempera-
ture on the order of about 100 K. This 100 K is
readily implementable into astrochemical mod-
els. However this value does not account for all
sources of energy. We have an additional poten-
tial source of internal energy with our H+3 beam,
which leaves our measured coefficients with un-
certainties in both magnitude and determined
temperature.

5 Internal Energy Problem
The temperatures of H+3 populated in a duo-
plasmatron may be quite substantial. This is
due to the formation mechanism, namely, pro-
ton transfer between H+2 and H2 , at least one of
which is typically vibrationally excited in the dis-
charge. [5]. The internal temperature is higher
than that expected for many astrochemical en-
vironments [2], in particular dense molecular
clouds.
One solution to this internal temperature is

installing a cold molecular ion source (pulsed
gas jet) on our apparatus. The one drawback of
which is that it produces less current than the
duoplasmatron. Therefore this gas jet would be
coupled with an ion trap.

6 Project Introduction
In order to understand the viability of introduc-
ing an ion trap into our apparatus, simulating H+3
ion trajectories is required. This leads into the
discussion of the work that was completed by
me during my time in this group. An electro-
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static ion trap was designed to enable ion trajec-
tory simulations of H+3 ions flying through the
proposed ion trap in Figure 2. First, the volt-
age needed to trap the H+3 ions needed to be
determined. Angular acceptance measurements
were done to know at what angle the ion trap
could successfully trap the H+3 beam. To under-
stand the behavior of the beam as it continues in
the trap, the angular distribution was determined
from the simulation. From the angular distri-
bution results, determination of relative energy
distributions could then be completed to con-
clude if the trap is able to perform at the level
needed.

6.1 Ion Traps
Across many fields of physics, chemistry, mass
spectroscopy, and others, ion trapping has be-
come a conventional method. The advantages
of these techniques are the ability to trap ions
for long times enabling precise measurements,
as well as ion manipulation and preparation for
experiments. [4]
Figure 2 is the designed ion trap for use in con-

junction with a pulsed gas jet to optimize cold
H+3 ion production on our Merged Fast Beams
apparatus. This trap is made up of two cylindi-
cally symmetric mirror electrodes, these elec-
trodes, when adequate voltage is applied, acts to
trap the ions, bouncing them back and forth until
voltage is dropped on one electrode to allow for
ion exit. Surrounding the mirror electrodes are
two electrodes kept at ground voltage. Since this
is a purely electrostatic machine, to trap the ions
does not depend on the mass-to-charge ratio of
the incoming ions. The advantage of this ion trap
is the presence of a 60 cm field free region which

will be used for collinear collision experiments
with neutral atoms.

6.2 Project Detail
To determine the performance of the proposed
ion trap, the use of computer simulations was
employed, using SIMION. SIMION allows for
modeling with 2D symmetrical and/or 3D asym-
metrical electrostatic and/or magnetic potential
arrays. The constructed ion trap in SIMION is
shown in Figure 3.

Table 1: Physical Sizes of Ion Trap design
Position Size (cm)

1 2
2 5
3 2.54
4 2.54
5 2
6 1
7 0.56
8 10.59

The measurements of the "virtual apparatus"
can be found in Table 1. The trap was designed
using a scale of 2 mm/graphic unit (gu) on a
2D cylindrically symmetric potential array that
was symmetric about the y-axis. For the ion
trajectory simulations a beam of 500 (angular
acceptance) and 2500 (angular distribution) H+3
ions with a mass of 3.02 amu was chosen. The
beam consisted of a conical distribution of about
1 mrad and with a diameter of either 5 mm or
10 mm. These were chosen based on typical
conditions of the laboratory. The ions all started
with an energy of 18.02 keV.
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Figure 2: Sample trajectory simulation in the proposed ion trap

Figure 3: Proposed Ion trap built in SIMION with 60 cm field-free region.

To effectively trap and focus the H+3 beam the
minimum voltage needed is 28.71 kV which is
62.77%higher than incoming beam energy. This
voltage was applied to both of the electrostatic
mirrors for the simulations.

6.3 Angular Acceptance and Distri-
bution Measurements

Angular acceptance tests were then carried out
on a beam of 500 particles to get a general base-
line for the maximum angle at the which this
particular beam could enter the trap and still re-
sult in greater than 50% particle retention. Tests
concluded that a beam of 5 mm could still be
trapped if it came in at less than 5 mrad eleva-
tion angle.
To better understand how the ion trap behaves

under typical laboratory conditions, a beam was
constructed that was comparable to an H+3 beam
that would be typical in the lab with a particle

count of 2500. The angular distributions were
thenmeasured after 5 cycles, 10 cycles and again
at 50 cycles, for each of the two diameters, 5 mm
and 10 mm. Figure 4 shows these results for a 5
mm diameter beam with data taken after flying
for 50 cycles through the trap. Results show that
the angular deviation is central around 0 rads.
Figure 5 show similar results but used data from
the 10 mm diameter taken again after flying 50
cycles through the trap.

6.4 Trapping Efficiency

The next steps were to figure out how well the
beamkeeps its shape as a function of time. Using
data from trials taken at 5, 10, and 50 cycles for
both beams, a graph of time dependence was
constructed using the same beam characteristics
mentioned above. Figures 6 and 7 show the
percentage of the beam that stayedwithin a range
of ±6 mrad as a function of cycles. These plots
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Figure 4: Angular distributions from the center
of the trap for a 5mm beam after 50 cycles with
an incoming angle of 0◦

Figure 5: Angular distributions from the center
of the trap for a 10 mm beam after 50 cycles with
an incoming angle of 0◦

effectively chronicle beam loss. From Figure 6
we can see that the beam loss is kept just under
5% for the 5 mm beam trials after 50 cycles and
from Figure 7 we can see the beam loss is kept
just under 20% for the 10 mm beam even after
50 cycles.

Figure 6: Measurements taken at the center of
the trap after 5, 10, and 50 cycles with an incom-
ing angle of 0◦

Figure 7: Measurements taken at the center of
the trap after 5, 10, and 50 cycles with an incom-
ing angle of 0◦

6.5 Relative Energy Distribution
Measuring the angular distributions allows us to
then determine the relative energy distribution
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for reaction 2 at matched velocities. For mono-
energetic beams, the relative energy in the center
of mass is given by:

Er = µ *
,

En
Mn
+

Ei
Mi
− 2

√
EnEi
MnMi

cosθ+
-

(4)

Here, µ is the reduced mass, En is the energy of
the neutrals 12 keV for deuterium atoms, Ei is
the energy of the ions, 18.02 k12 keVeV for H+3 ,
Mn and Mi are the mass energies of the neutrals
and ions, 1.88 GeV for Deuterium and 2.81 GeV
for H+3 ; θ being the intersection angle. In our
case, angular distribution results will be used for
theta, assuming the neutral atoms are kept on
axis.

Figure 8: Relative energy from the 10mm Coni-
cal beam recorded in the center of the trap after
50 cycles

Figure 8 uses data collected from the 10 mm
beam after 50 cycles through the trap. This
beam was chosen for this measurement because
it gives us the maximum range that the energies
would have due to the angular deviation of the
H+3 beam. This figure shows that the trap gives

us an average relative energy around 0 eV. This
indicates there should be minimal additional un-
certainty due to the ion trap in the determination
of the relative energy of theH+3 +D→ H2D++H
reaction measured at matched velocities.

7 Summary
In this paper, we have investigated the prospects
of implementing an ion trap on our merged fast
beams apparatus. Used in conjunction with a
cold molecular ion source, this solution could
correct for the internal excitation of our H+3 beam
thatwe experiencewith our current source of ion,
a duoplasmatron.
The angular distributions of the H+3 ions was

kept small due to this ion trap, which translates
to a small relative energy deviation for the H+3 +
D → H2D+ + H reaction. This trap enables
us to keep a majority of the beam in a defined
range, this in turn enables us to maximize the
current from the coldmolecular ion source while
minimizing beam loss from the ion trap. To
conclude, this trap would be a valuable addition
to our merged fast beams apparatus.
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